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News Release 

 

Strengthening media professionalism through Conflict Sensitive 

Reporting  

The South Sudan National Editors Forum (NEF) in collaboration with 

UNESCO South Sudan Office and other stakeholders has conducted a two-

day workshop for editors and reporters on Conflict Sensitive Reporting.  

The workshop that took place from 1-2 March 2018 at AMDISS Center in 

Juba strengthened the capacity of media professionals to report in a well-

researched, factual, non-biased way and to contribute to dialogue, mutual 

understanding and eventually reconciliation and peace in the country.  

National Dialogue Secretariat Head of Communication,  Alfred Taban told 

the participants that the National Dialogue processes is providing a platform 

to the people of South Sudan to contribute effectively with ideas and 

proposals on how to achieve peace and stability. “We are optimistic that the 

problem will be resolved through understanding the problems or concerns 

of people from the grass roots and this is where the media should play its 

role.”  

Mr. Koang Pal Chang, Chairperson of National Editors Forum said editors 

are gatekeepers, they filter all the information that goes to the public, and 

in this case, it is important that they acquire the skills in conflict sensitive 

reporting.  “Let us use this opportunity to learn new things from our partners 

and the facilitators,” Mr. Pal Chang said.  

Speaking during the workshop, Eugene Nindorera, Director of Human 

Rights of the United Nations Mission in South Sudan explained the two 

main points of intersection between the worlds of the media and human 

rights. “Much of the media reports concerns matters that directly or 

indirectly have a human rights content. The other is the fact that press 

freedom is itself a human right.” 

Mr. Nindorera commended the workshop organizers for providing 

opportunity to journalists to become better informed about international 

human rights instruments and to promote exchanges of views between 

journalists and human rights institutions.  

While highlighting the crucial role media plays in shaping public attitudes 

and setting everyday public agenda,UNESCO’s Communication and 

Information Specialist Mwatile Ndinoshiho urged media practitioners  to 

ensure that women’s voices and perspectives feature in the analysis of 

conflict, and that this is done in a balanced manner which acknowledges 

their several and complex roles.  
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Ndinoshiho noted that journalists are expected to be impartial and gender 

sensitive in their reporting.  

South Sudan journalists are facing numerous challenges in their reporting 

job due to the prevalence of armed conflict and this has post serious ethical 

dilemma on choice of stories to publish or broadcast.  

Tim Irwin, UNICEF Chief of Communication who delivered a presentation 

on ethical guidelines for reporting on children and young people said the 

dignity and rights of every child should be respected in every circumstance. 

In interviewing and reporting on children, special attention should be paid 

to each child's right to privacy and confidentiality. 

Ms. Laura Bain, Team Leader at Journalists for Human Rights in South 

Sudan said journalists when reporting human rights stories journalists 

should focus much on the affected people than focusing on top authorities. 

The workshop  was organized by National Editors’ Forum and the South 

Sudan National Dialogue Secretariat with the support from UNESCO 

project “Strengthening Dialogue for Peace and Reconciliation in South 

Sudan” which is funded by the United Nations Peacebuilding Fund in 

partnership with UNICEF, UNFPA, UNMISS – Human Rights Office, and 

Journalists for Human Rights.  

A special session was also organized to launch the first South Sudan 

editorial guidelines for media houses to professionally deliver accurate, fair 

and objective news and for UNESCO to handover internet modems to ten 

media houses. UNESCOs International Programme for the Development 

of Communication (IPDC) provided support to National Editors Forum to 

develop the editorial guidelines and to procure the internet modems.  

 

 

 


